.NET Developers
Our web developers are at the core of what makes us unique. They work on everything from clean interfaces to
testing frameworks and they rock at everything! They release code weekly and their code has an immediate impact
on our products.
Seeking Senior and Junior .NET Developers to join our exclusive development team. The successful applicant will
have a SaaS .NET and C# background and worked for an enterprise software development company.
Essential Job Functions:




















Work with the development teams to produce rich enterprise class SaaS applications
Develop and/or maintain Web 2.0 applications utilizing .NET development tools
Develop and maintain effective automated unit test coverage of new and existing code
Write quality, testable, maintainable, and well-documented code
Work directly with product management and customer success and help determine and solve the customer needs
for our products
Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities Required:
Overall 2+ years of (SaaS) Software and Enterprise Application Development
Solid understanding of object-oriented programming (OOP)
ASP.NET MVC
C#
Middle tier Business Logic
Strong MS SQL experience and database development using T-SQL
Strong knowledge of data structures, multi-threading, and N-Tier Architecture
Familiarity with common developer tools – GIT,SVN, or TFS
Javascript frameworks such as jQuery, Backbone.js or Knockout JS
Excellent written and verbal communication skills in English
Experience working in a multi-team environment
Excellent analytical skills and ability to work in Agile environment
BS or MS degree in Computer Science

Additional expertise desired:
Mongo or other NoSQL
Knowledge of enterprise systems, E-recruiting, Performance Evaluations, On-boarding, Human Resources, CRM,
SFA, and ERP are a +.
 Demonstrated deployments of enterprise software systems using industry standard environments
 CSS Frameworks such as LESS or Twitter Bootstrap



About the company:
Founded in 2000, NEOGOV is the market and technology leader in on-demand workforce management for the
public sector. NEOGOV, located in the Greater Los Angeles Area, builds and delivers Software as a Service (SaaS)
and on-demand human capital (HCM) resource applications. The Company has been recognized for the past several
years by Inc. 500 Magazine for the Company’s extraordinary growth and success. Inc. Magazine ranked NEOGOV
in the top 50 fastest growing private software companies and among the top 15% of America's fastest growing
private companies overall. The Company has also been recognized by Deloitte as a Technology Fast 500 Company
and by Gartner as a leader and occupying the top right position within the Magic Quadrant.

